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Who were the Ancient 
Egyptians?

The people of Ancient Egypt were 
much like people today, they were 
farmers with very fertile land and 
vast majority or rivers. Many of them 
built mud brick homes and buildings 
and had jobs such as: Field Hands, 
Farmers, Craftsmen, Scribes, and 
Nobles. 



What Materials Did they Have?

Ancient Egyptians had 
materials such as Linen, 
Leather, Kohl, Papyrus, 

Stone, Yeast, Herbs, Mud 
Clay, Palm, Gold, and many 

precious metals.



Ancient Games

Games in Ancient Egypt include: 
Early forms of chess, playing of 

ancient harps, and using gall 
bladders of goats to play early 
forms of soccer and handball.



Nobleman

Nobleman in Ancient Egypt, were the second 
to the Pharaoh and were believe to have the 
ability to talk to the Gods, they were the 
upper-richer class in ancient Egypt, meaning 
they had much more money and much more 
privileges than being a servant or a farmer.



People of Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egyptians were either Hebrew 
(Jewish), or Wiccans (Used Magic) but the 
majority weren't Jewish, so they treated the 
Jews as lower slaves or servants. Slavery of 

Jewish people began hundreds of years after 
the death of King Joseph, who was the first 
Jewish Pharaoh. The story is written using 

hieroglyphics and codified in pyramids. 



Black Land & Red Land

● Black Land was what Ancient 
Egyptians used to classify the fertile 
land in Egypt.

● Red Land classified the barren desert 
of Ancient Egypt.



Mummification

Ancient Egyptians put the organs in 
different jars and the body was covered 
in linen or fine cloth, then they buried 

them with all their treasures, this was a 
fine way of burying the dead.
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